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This article is about bondage.

It is a subculture of BDSM that deals with the use of tools to
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Article Body:
As a subculture of BDSM, bondage involves people being bound, tied up, or restrained for pleas
Recent studies show that approximately three-quarters of all men in the United states

In terms of fashion, leather has been a staple piece for most people in the BDSM cultu

Even though most bondage games end up in sexual activities, not all bondage role plays
Safety is always a key issue when performing bondage as this usually requires the aid
Being bound or tied up for a long time may cause friction on the submissive partner’s
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There are currently six major categories to which bondage can be divided into, these a
Bondage that pulls parts of the bodies together. The use of rope, straps, and harness
Bondage that spreads parts of the body apart. This requires the use of spreader bars
Bondage that ties the body down to another object. This type of bondage requires the
Bondage that suspends the body from another object. This is also called suspension bo
Bondage that restricts normal movement. The use of hobble skirts, handcuffs, or pony
Bondage that wraps the whole body, or part of it, in bindings such as cloth or plastic
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Role players often set a fantasy setting in which they can play bondage. These settin
Rape fantasy. In this setting, the dominant partner supposedly abducts the consenting
Domination and slavery. The victim supposedly attends a training session in which he

Bondage is not only helpful to a couple’s sexual health, it transcends beyond the act’
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